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Agrément South Africa
Enabling the introduction of innovation into markets, and minimising associated risks.

Mandate
Established by the Minister of Public Works in 1969 as an independent organisation to bring
impartial judgement to the evaluation of innovative construction products and systems in the
interest of the consumer.

Business purpose
The certification of non-standardised construction products and systems through technical
assessment as being fit-for-purpose.

National relevance
An internationally-acknowledged, independent South African agency that serves construction
communities nationally by providing specifiers, regulators, financial institutions and users with the
assurance that products are fit-for-purpose.

Internationally affiliated
Member of the World Federation of Technical Assessment Organisations (WFTAO).
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l
certification of non-standardised construction
products. The Agency has achieved wide
recognition both within South Africa and
elsewhere in the world where several
organisations rely on the technical assessments
of Agrément South Africa when making
technology choices in the use of innovative
construction products. This is due to the technical
excellent of the assessments carried out and the
excellent track record in the performance of
certificated, innovative construction technologies.
Agrément South Africa supported the five key
priority areas of Government and the National
Department of Public Works (DPW), namely:
l
economic development by safely carrying out
technical assessments and safely bringing to the
market modern methods of construction.
l
infrastructure maintenance and provision by
introducing several new products, which may be
utilised safely to speed up maintenance provision
like the thin-layer bituminous surfacing system for
use in road maintenance construction.
l
rural development by introducing products
that are ideally suited for use in deep rural areas
where conventional construction materials are
either unavailable or difficult and expensive with
equipment having to be transported to these
areas.
l
sustainable resource management by
introducing performance as part of the technical
assessment criteria utilised in the technical
assessments of innovative construction products.
l
improved public service delivery by increasing
the options of innovative products that may be
utilised for public service infrastructure
development.
In the year under review, South Africa marked the
16th anniversary of the dawn of constitutional
democracy in the country. The nation paid tribute
to scores of its struggle stalwarts and masses of its
people who paid with their lives for all to enjoy the
fruits of democracy. In this regard, Agrément
South Africa will continue to strive to create a
better life by encouraging the safe introduction of
improved, modern, innovative construction
technologies. The Agency conducts the
assessment and certification of construction
products, systems, materials, components and
processes and uses its international links to
encourage the safe introduction of improved and

better-performing, innovative construction
technologies.
The past financial year saw the successful
completion of the second innovation hub in the
Western Cape and planning has started for the
construction of the third innovation hub to be
based in the Eastern Cape. The local communities
living in the modern innovative housing units
constructed at the innovation hub have confirmed
that they prefer the innovative housing units to the
conventional ones. The success of the innovative
technologies has led to an increase in the use of
innovative construction technologies in South
Africa by both the government and private
developers, thus contributing towards better living
conditions for the public.
Agrément South Africa is supported by the DPW
and, as per its mandate, is committed to
sustainable construction and providing assurance
of fitness-for-purpose of products and systems
that are not fully covered by a South African
Bureau of Standard (SABS) certification or other
formal code of practice. Agrément certificates can
be used to demonstrate compliance with
regulations, as specified in the certificate.
I have full confidence in the Board of Agrément
South Africa, superbly led by Mr Pepi Silinga and
ably supported by the rest of the highly-efficient
and enthusiastic members. The Board provided
strong leadership, clear vision and wisdom to
serve the interests and aspirations of the people of
South Africa.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the CEO, Mr Joe
Odhiambo, for the continued excellent
performance as well as the entire Agrément family
for raising the bar and achieving more with less, as
demonstrated by a successful all-round and
excellent technical performance in the 2010/2011
financial year.

Ms Gwen Mahlangu-Nkabinde, MP
Mnister of Public Works
Executive Authority of Agrément South Africa
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Chairperson’s Review
The year under review saw the Board of Agrément
South Africa consolidating its previous strategic
plans and moving the Agency forward. The
Board's sub-committees focused on their key
objectives and ensured Agrément was well
governed. The Board appointed by the Minister of
Public Works focussed on its oversight role to
ensure compliance with the National Government
priorities and execution of Agrément South
Africa's strategic mandate. In achieving this, the
following were the key activities articulated:
l
raising standards in the construction industry
l
developing new objectives for quality and
quantity of outputs
l
making a difference in the lives of South
Africans by enhancing service delivery through
testing and approving improved construction
products and systems
l
contributing to a better life for all.
The technical committee, with Mr Mike Marler as
chairperson, met five times and approved a total of
18 certificates.
The human resources and remunerations subcommittee, chaired by Mr Twedi Seane, met thrice
and ensured that all aspects relating its mandate
were strictly adhered to. The meetings reviewed
the operational policies of Agrément South Africa
and directed all aspects of human resources and
remunerations. During the year, the CEO and the
Board Secretary attended leadership training
courses held at the University of Pretoria's Gordon
Institute of Business Science. The sub-committee
oversaw succession planning within Agrément
South Africa as well as the skills development
strategy. Overall, the sub-committee was very
satisfied with the management of human resource
and remuneration aspects of Agrément South
Africa.
The audit and risk sub-committee, chaired by Ms
Nozi Shabalala, met four times and focused on
overseeing financial and operational activities of
Agrément South Africa. As required by its
mandate, a comprehensive risk management
assessment was done, with a risk mitigation plan
being put in place. The sub-committee also made
constructive recommendations where mitigating

action was needed. The sub-committee concurred
that the Agency's assets were well managed.
The global economic crunch affected all countries in
the world and more so the neediest of our people were
hardest hit. In addressing this unfortunate plight
Agrément South Africa continued to reinforce its
mandate and contributed to improving the livelihood of
these vulnerable members of our society by safely
introducing cost effective innovative construction
technologies. Agrément South Africa continued to
serve consumer and user interest groups by providing
assurance of fitness-for-purpose and value for money
of innovative, non-standardised construction
technologies as well as conducting ongoing quality
assurance. Agrément continued to work with the
construction sector to facilitate the introduction of cost
effective technology and non-standardised
construction technology. Agrément continued to
disseminate correct, objective and relevant
information to all concerned in respect of the technical,
socio-economic and regulatory aspects of innovative
technology and non-standardised construction
technology inequalities. There is a growing consensus
that South Africa's economy needs restructuring to
improve its performance on labour absorption as well
as the composition and rate of growth. To achieve that
step, change in growth and transformation of
economic conditions requires hard choices and a
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shared determination by all of us, as South
Africans, to see it through. Agrément South Africa
is committed to fostering and supporting this
shared vision and consensus and will ensure that
all construction innovations do contribute towards
creating employment opportunities as well as
improving the performance of the products.

l
Key priorities in the medium term were to place
more emphasis on job creation and poverty
eradication, skills development in the built
environment and property management, service
delivery improvement, enhancement of the asset
register, cost effective infrastructure delivery and rural
development

His Excellency President Jacob Zuma recently
stated “we are upgrading informal settlements in
municipalities to provide security of tenure and
access to basic services in the next five years.” As
a key role player in the economy, Agrément South
Africa has a critical role to play in contributing to
the realisation of this important policy priority by
safely introducing improved methods of
construction to speed up the upgrading of informal
settlements.

Agrément will continue in its quests to work closely
with other infrastructure development agencies. It
meets regularly with officials of the national and
provincial Departments of Public Works as well as the
other three entities reporting to the Department of
Public Works, namely:
l
The Construction Industry Development Board
l
The Council for the Built Environment
l
The Industrial Development Trust.

The year under review saw Agrément South
Africa's continued adherence and compliance to
the nations Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment policies. Agrément South Africa is
supported by the Department of Public Works and,
as per its mandate, is committed towards
sustainable construction and continues to
participate in important national and global
initiatives necessitated by global challenges such
as climate change demands. Agrément's strategic
business plan will be to develop new technical
assessment criteria for the assessment of energy
efficiency of construction products while taking
cognisance of the energy efficiency strategy of the
South Africa.
The year under review saw the continued high
level of expenditure by Government on
infrastructure. The Agency also continued in its
support role to the national departments strategic
goals, which are aligned, to the Medium Term
Strategic Framework (MTSF), namely to:
l
Promote an enabling environment for the
creation of both short and sustainable work
opportunities, so as to contribute to the national
goal of job creation and poverty alleviation.

Agrément was empowered to deliver excellent results
through the enthusiastic support of the executive of the
national Department of Public Works. The former
acting Director–General, Mr Siviwe Dongwana, as
well as the current acting Director-General Mr Sam
Vukela, supported the honourable Minister of Public
Works, Ms Gwen Mahlangu-Nkabinde, in steering
Agrément South Africa to yet another successful year.
The Minister has championed the close working
relationship between the agency as well as aligning
the agency's mandate to Government's programme of
action. She has interacted regularly with the Agrément
Board and continues to inspire, direct and guide the
strategic direction of Agrément South Africa. The
Board is highly appreciative of this leadership role and
believes it will continue to achieve more with less and
contribute towards a better life for all.
In conclusion, I wish to thank my fellow Board
members for their support in guiding and performing
an oversight role. The Board also appreciates the
proficient technical agency led by the highly efficient
and dedicated chief executive officer, Mr Joe
Odhiambo. We look forward to continued excellent
performance and growth of Agrément South Africa in
the future.

l
Contribute to the building of a developmental
state and a comprehensive rural development
framework through state assets.
l
Ensure transformation and regulation of the
construction and property industries to ensure
economic growth and development.
100

l
Ensure effective corporate governance and
sound resource management.
l
Ensure improved service delivery in all
departmental programmes to meet clients'
expectations and leverage stakeholder relations.
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Mr Pepi Silinga
Chairperson, Agrément South Africa
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Board Members

Mr Pepi Silinga (Chairperson)

Mr Lethola Moshe

Mr Mike Marler

Dr Mohammed Tayob

Ms Ntebo Ngcobo

Mr Twedi Seane

Ms Khomotso Choma

Ms Nozi Shabalala

Mr Edwin Kruger

Mr Solly Malebye

Mr Canon Noyana
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Corporate Governance Report
Introduction
Corporate Governance is concerned with the
organisational arrangements that have been put
in place to provide an appropriate set of checks
and balances within which management and the
Board of the organisation operate.
The objective is to ensure that those to whom the
principal stakeholders entrusted the direction and
success of the organisation, act in the best
interests of these stakeholders.
The Board of Agrément South Africa ensures that
its processes and practices are reviewed on an
ongoing basis to obtain adherence to good
corporate governance practice.
The members of the Board have substantially
applied and complied with the principles
incorporated in the Code of Corporate Practice
and Conduct as set out in the King Report on
Corporate Governance for South Africa as well as
the Protocol on Corporate Governance in the
Public Sector 2002.

Stakeholders
Established in terms of the Act (as amended) that
governs the National Department of Public Works,
the Agrément Board recognises and
acknowledges the interest of government and
other stakeholders, including employees,
creditors, certificate holders, suppliers,
manufacturers and other interest groups.
The Board regularly communicates with all

stakeholders on material matters of significant interest
and concern to stakeholders. The information
furnished to stakeholders conforms to the criteria of
promptness, openness, substance over form,
relevance, clarity, effectiveness, transparency and
objectivity.

Board and Sub Committees
The Board
The Board comprises of 11 non-executive Board
members and the agency's CEO. The members who
qualify for remuneration, receive fees for their services
to the Board and Board Committees.
The Board meets quarterly and retains full control over
the entity as the accounting authority in terms of the
Public Finance Management Act of 1999 (as
amended).
The role of the chairperson of the Board, in conjunction
with fellow members, is to take responsibility for
strategic direction and policy formulation. The CEO is
responsible for implementing the strategy and policy
as well as effective and transparent management.

Sub Committees
Three Committees have been established to assist the
Board in discharging its responsibilities.
100

Audit And Risk Committee
The audit Committee is currently being chaired by Ms
Nozibusiso Shabalala and comprises three non
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executive members of the Board.

Materiality And Significance Framework

The Committee is convened in accordance with
the charter, confirmed by the Board, which
includes accounting, auditing, financial reporting,
corporate governance and internal audit issues.

No significant losses through criminal conduct and
irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure were
identified as been incurred during the year.

Human Resources And Remuneration
Committee
The Committee is chaired by Mr Montwedi Seane
and comprises four members. The CEO and
Human Resources manager attend these
meetings.
The year under review dealt with specific matters
relating to human resources and remuneration.

Technical Committee Meeting
The Committee is chaired by Mr Mike Marler. In
total five technical committee meetings were
convened during the year under review. The
chairperson or his/her alternate is present at each
meeting while the remaining board members are
invited based on their technical skill and
availability.
In addition to the Board members, technical
experts are invited to participate in technical
committee meetings, depending on the nature of
the draft certificates submitted for approval or the
technical issues being considered.

Public Finance Management Act (pfma)
As a National Public entity, Agrément South Africa
operates within the ambit of the PFMA of 1999 (as
amended). The Board embraces the principles of
such legislation and intends to be an entity that is
commended for compliance with this act.

Risk Management
The CEO, as mandated by the Board, has established
systems of internal control to manage significant risks.
The system supports the Board in discharging its
responsibility for ensuring that its operations are
effectively managed in support of the legal mandate of
the Board.
The risk management strategy is used to direct the
internal audit effort and priority. This flexible approach
has the commitment of the senior management.
There is clear accountability for risk through the risk
plans that assign an accountable person. The system
of internal control that is embedded in all key
operations provides reasonable rather than absolute
assurance that the Board's business objectives will be
achieved within the risk tolerance levels defined by the
Board.

Code Of Conduct
The Board's mission is to ensure the viability and
integrity of Agrément South Africa by fostering
professionalism, efficiency and corporate
governance. To ensure that this is achieved, the Board
encourages staff to apply best practice in all
operations and relations with one another and with
stakeholders.

Sustainability

100

The Board's strategy is to achieve social investment
and empowerment through the certification process by
monitoring commitments of certificate holders.
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Management Review

Mr Joe Odhiambo
CEO, Agrément South Africa
Agrément South Africa takes pleasure in submitting to the Honourable
Minister of Public Works, Ms Gwen Mahlangu-Nkabinde, the annual
report, including the audited and Board-approved financial statement
for the 2010/2011 financial year. Agrément wishes to thank the
Minister for her strong leadership, guidance and support.

Introduction
Agrément South Africa's primary business is the
approval and certification of non-standardised
and innovative construction products and building
systems. This is achieved through impartial and
holistic technical assessments that confirm the
fitness for purpose of such products. Agrément
South Africa was founded in 1969.
Agrément South Africa has been active in South
Africa for 42 years and operates under a mandate
from the Minister of Public Works.
Various aspects of the mandate and the Board's
performance in relation to this are discussed
below.

The Board of Agrément South
Africa
All the board members are advised in writing of all
the Board meetings. In addition to their

attendance at Board meetings, members are
furthermore invited to attend particular meetings
of the technical committee if they have expertise
which empowers them to make a contribution to
the meeting. This depends on the issues to be
discussed at the committee meetings and the
nature of the Agrément certificates submitted for
approval.

Certification
During the past financial year, Agrément South
Africa received and accepted a total of 36
applications for certification and 18 certificates
were granted bringing the total number of valid
certificates to 192. In the past 42 years of
Agrément South Africa's existence, 888
applications for certification have been received
and a total of 512 certificates granted.
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commissioned the development of performance
criteria for cold mix materials for patching and
pothole repairs intended to improve the durability
and riding quality of national and provincial roads.
The Industry Task Team commenced its work by
holding a broad based workshop to help define the
parameters against which products should be
assessed for certification. In the year under
review, the cold-mix technical assessment criteria
was completed by the Agrément South Africa led
Industry Task Team. The Board of Agrément
South Africa's technical committee approved the
newly developed criteria at the meeting held on
21st August 2010.
This newly developed criterion will enable
Agrément to undertake technical assessments of
non-standard cold mix asphalt which can be used
for road repairs to fill in potholes. This will have
great benefits for the country as it will enable road
authorities to distinguish which pot hole repair
products work effectvely and are therefore fit for
purpose. Assessments will be carried out using
the newly developed technical assessment
criteria.
The cold mix criterion is eagerly awaited for by the
roads industry as it will bring a standard
benchmark test to products in this large industry in
the country.
Due to the initiative and strong support of the
South African National Roads Agency Ltd
(SANRAL), Agrément South Africa has been
assessing the performance of roads related
products like:
l
bridge deck expansion joints,
l
cold mix materials for patching and pothole
repairs,
l
thin bituminous road surfacing systems,
l
non-traditional road additives

Quality Management Audits
Agrément South Africa requires that its certificate
holders maintain a satisfactory level of quality
management and that their activities remain within
the conditions of certification.
To achieve this objective, Agrément South Africa is
occasionally obliged to constrain the activities of a
non-compliant certificate holder until a satisfactory
level of quality management is documented in the
certificate holder's quality manual, and its

implementation can be confirmed by a quality
management audit. During the year under review
a commendable quality standard was generally
maintained by the holders of Agrément certificates
for products and building systems

Assessment of Innovation Road
Construction products
During the year under review, SANRAL laid down
a policy that tenders for using innovative roads
products would only be considered if the products
on offer had been certificated by Agrément South
Africa. This lead has been followed by several
provincial and local road authorities.

National Building Regulations
Agrément South Africa plays a role on several
standards generation committees of the South
African Bureau of Standards. The Agency played
a key role in the development of the revised South
African National Standards (SANS) 10400, The
application of the National Building Regulations.
Various parts of the standard were completed
redrafted and due to the Agencies expertise it
contributed immensely in this regard.

International links with peer
organisations
Agrément South Africa maintains international
links with peer organisations and supports the
South African construction industry in its export
activities.
One of the Board's strategic objectives is to
develop cooperative relationships with
neighbouring countries and to promote the
Agrément concept as a facilitating tool for
acceptance of exported building products. The
jurisdiction of Agrément South Africa is obviously
restricted to within the borders of South Africa, but
neighbouring countries have recognised its
Agrément certificates as valuable technical
supporting data. Good relationships have been
built between Agrément South Africa and the
building control and housing authorities in these
neighbouring countries. As a part of the
cooperative efforts, Agrément South Africa has
assisted certificate holders by auditing their
quality management systems on projects in
neighbouring countries.
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Management Review
(continued)
It is envisaged that the Agrément certificate for the
innovative building systems and products will also
be used in future export marketing and tendering
activities.
Agrément South Africa attended the annual
meeting of the World Federation of Technical
Assessment Organisations (WFTAO) in
Copenhagen, Denmark in September 2010. The
meeting served as a useful venue for exchange of
ideas and sharing of experiences among peer
institutions worldwide. The technical agency had
several interactions with the National
Departments of Public Works, Science and
Technology, as well as Human Settlements. The
purpose of these interactions was to closely link
the technical agency with the national
department's priorities.

Human Resource Development
Agrément South Africa places a lot of emphasis on
human resource development and does this by
providing:

addressing environmental aspects in technical
assessments. Vanessa previously worked with
the British Board of Agrément, where she worked
on a similar focus area, and was involved in the
development of the European Union Eco-labelling
scheme for buildings. She has a broad
understanding of environmental product
declarations (types I, II and III).

Acceptance of innovative products
Agrément South Africa continued to be supported
by the Department of Public Works and, as per its
mandate, was committed towards sustainable
construction and providing assurance of fitnessfor-purpose of products and systems which are
not fully covered by a South African Bureau of
Standards (SABS) or code of practice. Agrément
certificates continue to be used to demonstrate
compliance with the national construction
regulations, as specified in the certificate and is
fully recognised as an authoritative assessment
for fitness for purpose by financial institutions,
national and local authorities.

l
a supportive working environment
l
mentorship to interns

Directory of Active Certificates

l
training to staff members attending courses
that improve their skills and knowledge.

Below is a list of all currently active Agrément and
Mantag certificates.

In line with the National Government's emphasis
on human resource development to address the
challenge of scarcity of skilled technical
personnel, the Agency continued to provide a
supportive working environment and encourage
the staff of the Technical Agency to enhance their
technical skills. The ongoing improvement in the
skills of young staff members is best being
reflected in Agrément South Africa's internal peer
review process. In training initiatives Agrément
South Africa collaborates and disseminates
information on Alternative Building Technologies
(ABT) inspection to the various spheres of
Government.

Bath

Dr Benson Wekesa, an Agrément South Africa's
Group Leader and Structural Engineer finalised
his doctoral studies. Dr Vanessa Adell recently
joined Agrément South Africa and will focus on

Eazi Acrylic Coated ABS Bath - 1998/266
(Reappraised May 2003)
Vesta ABS Co-extruded Baths - 2003/301
Bathroom and Toilet Units
Cemforce Easy Loo Urine Diversion Toilet
System - 2003/300
Cemforce Easy Loo VIP Toilet System 2003/299
Bridge Deck Joints
BSP 40 Bridge Deck Expansion Joint - 2004/308
BSP 80 Bridge Deck Expansion Joint - 2004/309
Honel E80 Bridge Deck Expansion Joint 2004/311
Honel GAM 80 - 480 Series Bridge Deck
Expansion Joint - 2004/312
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Maurer D80C (FP) Bridge Deck Expansion Joint
- 2004/306
Maurer Multi-element Bridge deck expansion
Joint - 2004/307
Thormajoint Bridge deck Expansion Joint
System - 2004/305
Thormajoint Bridge Deck Expansion Joint
System (DS - 2002/293
Ceilings
IsoBoard Nail Up Insulated Ceilings - 2006/323
Supalite Ceiling Board - 2001/286
Concrete: Additives
Cazeden S-Crete Fibres - 2009/365
Moladichem - 94/231
Oxyfibre - 2000/282
Damp-proofing
Gundle Gunplas DPC 250 - 2001/284
Gundle USB 170 GB damp-proof membrane 2001/285
Gundle USB 170 GB under surface-bed
membrane - 2000/283
Insulation
Isoboard Cavity Wall Insulation - 2000/276
Isoboard Inverted Roof Insulation - 2000/277
Isoboard Over Purlin Roof Insulation - 2001/287
Isotherm Thermal Insulation - 2005/320
Roads Products
PC FOR ROADS Non-traditional soil additive 2010/373
Enviro Prime - 2010/375
UL-M 20/10 Thin bituminous road surfacing
system - 2010/381
FrictionPave:Thin bituminous surfacing system 2009/364
NOVACHIP - 2007/334
Plumbing
Salutron Pan Gully Combination Trap:
Amendment - 2002/290
Product
Enviro Prime - 2010/375
JoJo Liquid Storage Tanks - 2011/385
Quick Sill - 2005/317
WinKlik FibreCrete Windows - 2010/374
Roofing Products
Arma Tile Roofing System - 2006/321
Compactroll Ridge and Hip Capping - 2008/343

Duroplas UT 180 Undertile Membrane 2001/288
Easyflash - 2008/344
Gundle Gunplas UT 180 Undertile Membrane 2000/274
Gundle Gunplas UT 250 Undertile Membrane 2003/296
Gundle UT Woven Tile Underlay 2007/332(Amended November 2009)
Harveytile Roofing System - 91/217
(Reappraisal 1998)
Infra-Flash Self Adhesive Sealant - 2010/378
Klip-Lok Roof Sheeting/Side-cladding - 96/248
Marulelo Roofing Undertile Membrane 2008/341
Monier Roofing Undertile Membrane - 2004/304
Nam-Tex" White Roofing Undertile Membrane 2006/326 (Amended August 2007)
Resintile Roof Tiles - 2009/362
Roofproof 400 Non Woven Undertile Membrane
- 2008/340
Spunsalation 5 Roofing Radiant Barrier 2009/353
Spunsalation Roofing Radiant Barrier - 2007/333
Spunsulation 3 Roofing Radiant Barrier 2009/366
Spunsulation 5 Light Roofing Radiant Barrier 2009/369
Spunsulation 5 Roofing Radiant Barrier 2009/367
Spunsulation Roofing Undertile Membrane 2011/384
The CMA Mono-Pitch Roofing System 2005/315
The CMA Roofing System - 2003/302
Sanitation Products
Calcamite 1250 litre On-site Sanitary Disposal
Sys - 94/226
Calcamite 1500 litre Liquid Capacity On-site
Sanit - 94/228
Vaal Aquasave Low-Level Washdown Suite 94/232 (Amended 1998)
Wall Coatings
Africote Cement Naturals RPR Coating System 2003/297
Africote Liquid Naturals RPR Coating System 2003/298
Cemcrete Cemwash - 2000/278
Cemcrete Stipplecrete - 2000/279
Duoflex acrylic modified cementitious wall
coating - 2003/295
Fibrecote Fibre Reinforced Plaster - 2007/338
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Management Review
(continued)
Glutone Wall Coating - 2005/314
Khusela Emanzini Coating System - 2006/322
Plaster Technology Kolorcote-T 24 Hour RPR
Paint C - 2005/318
Prominent Paints Waterproofing Wall Coating 2009/352
Techfin System - 2005/313
Top Paint Waterrepellent Latex Paint - 2007/339
Unicemtex cementitious wall coating - 2003/294
Walling and Building Systems
Affordable Comfort Homes - 2005/319
Alternative Steel Frame Building System 2009/368
APC Modular Building System - 2009/355
ARUBAT 2000 Series Building System 2002/291
Automapolyblock Building System - 2007/336
Banbric Building System - 2009/354
Besa 2 Building System (Schools, Day clinics &
Offices) - 2/2003
Besa Building System - OC-1/2001
Blast Building System - 2010/372
Bright-Kid Container Conversions - 2009/M56
Cemforce GRC Building System - 2008/346
CMA Building Foundation Beams - 2008/350
Crane Building System - 2006/328
CSIR Modular House Building System 2009/351
Eapro A Building Method - 97/255
Eapro M Building Method - 1997/M47
Frame-Tech Building System - 2009/356
FSM Building System - 90/205 (Reappraisal
1994)
Goldflex 100 Building System - 90/201
(Reappraisal 2000)
Goldflex 800 Building System - 89/195
(Reappraisal 2000)
Goldflex 800 Seismic Building System 2005/316
House-in-a-can Building System - 2010/371
House-it Building System - 97/258
Hydraform Building System - 96/237
Ikhaya Brick Building System - 2010/380
Ikhaya Future House Building System 2007/331
Ikhaya Future House Double Storey Building
System - 2008/347

Imison 3 Building System - 2008/342
Imison Building Process - 2001/289
Imison Stud Column Walling System - 2004/310
InnoBlok (Insulating Hollow Concrete Blocks) 2008/345
Innovida Building System - 2009/M55
Insulated Concrete Panel Building System 2009/363
ITAS Modular Building System - 2009/358
IZOBLOK Building System - 2008/348
LEPA Building System - 2010/379
MG SIP Building System - 2010/370
Micro-concrete cladding building system 2007/335
National and Overseas Factory Built Buildings 89/191 (Reassessment 2000)
Portable Container Building System - 2007/337
Protea Umbono Building System: Amendment 2006/324
Rhinowall Walling System - 2006/327
Robust Building System - 99/272 (Amended
August 2007)
ScipsT Building System - 2006/325
Space Frame 2000 Building System - 89/194
Styrocon Building System - 2010/376
Styrox Building System - 98/267
Tilt-up Pre-fabricated Building System 2008/349
Vela Steel Building System - 2011/383
Waterproofing
D e r b i g u m S P Wa t e r p r o o f i n g - 9 2 / 2 1 9
(Reappraisal 1997)
Index Fidia 'P' Roof Waterproofing - 97/261
Index Testudo 20 Waterproofing - 98/262

Directory of Inactive Certificates
Below is a list of all currently inactive Agrément
and Mantag certificates.
Bath
Test Cert - 123test
Bathroom and Toilet Units
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Rocla bathroom & toilet units - 97/251
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Cold Stores
Isowall System - 89/193 (Reappraisal 1994)
Insulation
Exterior Insulation Facade System - 98/265
Plumbing
Corduct - 93/224
Main Industries ABS Sewer and Drain Pipe
Fittings - 2000/281
Marley RD Pipe - 95/234
Marley Twin Wall Pipe - 94/227
Roofing Products
Dektile Self-supporting Roofing System - 94/230
Thatch Lock Thatching System - 98/264
Walling and Building Systems
1DR Build Building System - 2005/315
Abkin's J1 Building System (M) - 1997/M45
Abkin's Norman 2 Building System - 96/245
Abkin's Simon 4 Building System - 96/244
Cavcon Modular Building System - 88/178
(Reappraisal 1996)
Cemwall Precast Walling System - 89/198
(Reappraisal 1995)
Con-Cottage Building System - 1995/M43
Dri-Block Building System - 96/249
Estra Building System - 96/242 Amended
November 1999
Flexibuild Modular Housing - 1993/M39
Formington Phoenix System I - 90/210
(Reappraisal 1995)
Formington Phoenix System II - 1989/M22
(Reappraisal 1996)
Gethal Building System - 97/256
Isorast Building System - 87/170 (Reappraisal
1996)

Josseph Shoshany Chopsa - 96/238
K M L Pre-Engineered Homes - 96/239
Locktite Block Building System - 1994/M42
LSF Building System - 99/270
LTA Rimon - 86/154 (Reappraisal 1998)
M2 Emmedue Building System - 97/259
Masonite Hardboard Dry-Fill Building System 1990/M26 (Reappraisal 1997)
Matla Housing System - 1997/M46
MDA Housing System - 1997/M49
Megacom Housing System - 2000/275
Megacom Mantag Building System - 2001/M53
Panelcast Buildings - 1989/M16 (Reappraisal
1995)
Riftec Kit House - 1994/M41
Sandwich Modular Panel Housing System 99/269
Space Frame Construction System - 89/194
(Reappraisal 1995)
Tronco Building System - 96/240
Vertibar Building System - 95/235
Waffle-Crete Mantag System - 1998/M51
Wigwam - 1991/M34 (Reappraisal 1995)
Wolfbrick Building System - 1998/M52
(Amended 2000)
Wonder Panel Building System - 1997/M48
Zenzele Building System - 1989/M21
(Reappraisal 1994)
Zinki Affordable Housing System - 1996/M44

Mr Joe Odhiambo
Chief Executive Officer
Agrément South Africa\
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Auditor’s Report
CSIR INTERNAL AUDIT SERVICES
PO Box 395
Pretoria
0001
South Africa
Tel: +27 12 841 3524
Fax: +27 12 841 2113
E-mail: pngwato@csir.co.za
www.csir.co.za

Agrément South Africa (Agency) operates under ministerial delegation of authority from the Minister of Public
Works. The grant funding for the Agency is channeled from the Department of Public Works (DPW) to CSIR.
The funds are ring fenced within the CSIR Built Environment Unit in a separate Competence Area. The
Agency’s transactions are subject to the policies, procedures and governance of the CSIR. The Agency is
audited as part of the CSIR Built Environment Unit. The CSIR has received an unqualified audit report from the
office of the Auditor-General for the last few years and is hailed as an example of good financial management.

Signed:
Louise Opperman
Financial Manager
CSIR Built Evironment
12 September 2011
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Financial Statements
CSIR - Built Environment
Statement of Income and Expenditure for
Agrément Board of South Africa
Period: 01 April 2010 to 31 March 2011

NOTE

2010/2011

INCOME

8 782 333

Grant Received

7 758 692

Income from External Clients

1 010 944

Sundry Income

12 697

EXPENDITURE

8 482 449

Operational Costs

6 907 393

Manpower

4 572 318

Running Cost

2 335 075

Overhead Costs

1 575 056

Depreciation

375 0560

Internal Costs

-

Shared Services Costs

600 000

Executive Levies

600 000

SURPLUS (LOSS) BEFORE INTEREST

299 884

Interest

1

SURPLUS (LOSS) BEFORE PERFORMANCE BONUSSES
Performances bonusses paid
SURPLUS (LOSS)

107 570
407 454
68 265
339 189

100

95

Note:
1. Interest has been calculated by management but not yet accounted for in the project’s books/records.
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Certificates Granted
MG SIP Building System
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/370
The MG SIP Building System covers single or double storey buildings
that are constructed in accordance with a rational design, prepared by
a professional engineer. It is a combination of innovative and
conventional construction methods utilising factory produced wall and roof panels. Wall panels are 2400 mm x
1200 mm x 125 mm thick lightweight interlocking sandwich panels comprising a polyurethane (PU) core
encapsulated in two layers of 11 mm thick oriented strand board (OSB). They are clad internally with one or two
layers of fire-resistant gypsum plasterboard and externally with Nutec board, un-rendered or rendered with
cement plaster, brick cladding or tongue and groove timber cladding.
Foundations and surface bed are conventional and designed by a professional engineer or a competent
person. The roof panels are constructed in the same manner as the wall panels and are clad externally with
light- or heavyweight cladding. Alternatively, roofs are conventional.
Windows are “clisco” type frames and door frames are made of galvanised pressed steel. Alternatively,
windows can be conventional, timber or aluminium frames. All services are conventional.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
factory production of wall panel reduces the need for large numbers of skilled and unskilled workers on site
(not labour intensive).
l
increase the speed of erection.
l
its sound insulation properties lead to a comfortable living environment

House In a Can Building System
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/371
The House-In-A-Can Building System is a combination of innovative and conventional construction methods.
It is a single storey structure that comprises conventional concrete foundations and surface bed cast in-situ
and which are designed by a professional engineer or competent person. It utilises rectangular galvanised
steel hollow sections as columns spaced at 2565 mm centres and 100 mm thick lightweight interlocking
sandwich in-fill panels comprising a polystyrene beaded concrete core encapsulated in 4.5 mm thick
magnesium oxide sheets.
The roof is the conventional light structural steel trusses with light or heavy weight cladding and insulated
ceilings. Windows are “clisco” type frames and door frames are pressed galvanised steel. All services are
conventional.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
factory production of wall panel reduces the need for large numbers of
skilled and unskilled workers on site.
l
increase the speed of erection.
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l
its sound insulation leads to a comfortable living environment
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Blast Building System
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/372
The Blast Building System consists of
conventional concrete foundations
and surface bed and steel frame. The
steel frame comprises vertical studs
spaced at 600 mm centres, base rails
and ring beam. The studs are
reinforced with 8 mm diameter bars
which are centrally placed and spaced
at 1.2 m centres and clad both sides
with 10 mm thick magboard as walls.
External walls are always rendered
with 12 mm to 15 mm thick plaster.
The roof consists of galvanised lipped
channel beams spanning from gable to
gable with either light or heavy weight
cladding. Alternatively, the roof is the
conventional timber construction
spanning from eaves to eaves with
either light or heavy weight cladding.
Window and door openings are lined
with zincalume lipped channels,
Timber or “clisco” type frames are
secured in position with foamed
polyurethane. All services are
conventional.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
increase the speed of erection.
l
its sound insulation leads to a comfortable living environment

PC for roads
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/373
PC for Roads is an additive which is used in conjunction with cement for
road base stabilisation. It reacts with cement and bond in-situ soil to form
a water resistant, elastic and high strength composite material. It is
manufactured in the Netherlands and complies with the specification of
ISO 9001 and ISO 14002 standards. PC for Roads is imported into
South Africa by PowerCem Southern Africa.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
results in a high quality sub-base
100

l
efficient utilisation of resources (Materials)
95

l
leaching potential is significantly reduced
75

l
can be installed by unskilled workers
l
job creation potential
25
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Certificates Granted
(continued)
WinKlik FibreCrete Windows
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/374
The WinKlik FibreCrete Window System is a combination of
fibre cement frames (mullions and transoms), aluminium
sashes with monolithic or laminated glazing and ancillary
components, viz, lugs, bolts, nuts and screws. The frames are
manufactured from a homogeneous blend made up of graded
sand, cement, chemical admixtures and polypropylene fibres
which provide ductility. The aluminium sashes are standard
Casement 30.5 Window System. Glazing for opening
sections less than 0.25 square metres is 3 mm thick and 4 mm
thick for larger opening sections. Maximum sizes for opening
sections are 0.75 square metres.
The windows are available in side-hung and top-hung
ventilators. Fittings such as locking handles, hinges and peg
stays are made of brass or other corrosion resistant material.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
the project will lead to positive growth in GDP (gross domestic products)
l
contributes to speed of erection
l
enhanced quality management

Enviro Prime
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/375
Enviro Prime is an emulsified cutback bitumen primer. It is
applied in a similar manner as conventional MC 30 prime. As a
primer coat Enviro Prime promotes adhesion between the base
and upper pavement or surfacing layer by ensuring a sound and
dust-free surface. It also inhibits the ingress of water into the
road base prior to the construction of overlying layers or
surfacing. In addition, it binds the finer particles on the upper
zone of the base to accommodate light construction traffic for
short periods until an additional overlying layer or surfacing can
be placed. It has been developed as an alternative to tar-based
primers and is safer to use by workers and to the environment.
100

Socio-economic potentials:
l
promotes adhesion between the base and upper pavement
l
ensures a sound and dust free-surface
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l
inhibits the ingress of water into the road base
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Styrocon Building System
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/376
The Styrocon Building System is a combination of
innovative and conventional construction methods.
It is a single storey structure that comprises
conventional foundations and surface bed designed
by a professional engineer or competent person.
The walls are 75 mm thick lightweight interlocking
sandwich in-fill panels comprising 4.5 mm thick fibre
cement
boards encapsulating a polystyrene
beaded concrete core. The roof is the conventional
light structural steel trusses with lightweight
cladding and ceilings which are always insulated.
Doors, windows and all services are conventional.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
factory production of panels creates several jobs in the factory and reduces waste of materials on site
l
increase in speed of erection due to standardised modules
l
easy to transport because of the light weight of material
l
improved insulation dramatically reducing energy requirement for heating and cooling (Super-insulated)
l
construction method ensures air tightness, providing enhanced comfort levels and energy efficiency
l
high mass ensures good acoustic performance

Mega Building System
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/377
The Mega Building System is a single storey
structure incorporating innovative and
conventional construction methods. It comprises
conventional concrete foundations and surface
bed designed by a professional engineer or a competent person. The walls are interlocking expanded
polystyrene (EPS) core acting as permanent insulation finished on both sides with one layer of 25 mm thick
glass-fibre reinforced concrete (GFRC) and 15 mm thick sand-cement plaster.
Roof (with the exception of roof holding-down hoop irons tied around steel bars and inserted in polyvinylchloride pipes (PVC)) and roof coverings are conventional viz. light or heavyweight cladding and always
installed with insulated ceilings. All other aspects of construction are conventional.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
factory production of panels creates several jobs in the factory and reduces waste of materials on site
l
increase in speed of erection due to standardised modules
100

l
easy to transport because of the light weight of material
l
improved insulation dramatically reducing energy requirement for heating and cooling (Super-insulated)
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l
construction method ensures air tightness, providing enhanced comfort levels and energy efficiency
l
high mass ensures good acoustic performance
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Certificates Granted
(continued)
Infra-Flash Self Adhesive Sealant
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/378
Infra-Flash is a self adhesive sealant used as a sealing of junctions between walls, walls and roof
tiles/galvanised sheeting in buildings of all occupancy classes (SANS 10400) in all regions of South Africa. It
comprises creped, laminated aluminium foil coated with butyl adhesive
and protective release foil. It is available in widths of 200, 250, 300, 450,
and 600 mm and 5.0 m long rolls and available in anthracite, terracotta
and brown colours.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
can be installed by unskilled construction workers
l
from a health and safety aspect, contributes towards the
waterproofing of the building

LEPA Building System
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/379
The LEPA Building System consists of concrete
foundations and surface bed designed by a
professional engineer. External walls are 150 mm 180 mm thick panels made of expanded polystyrene
(EPS) beaded concrete core encapsulated both
sides with 4.5 mm calcium silicate boards. The
panels are connected using interlocking tongue and
groove method. Internal walls are similar but 120
mm thick.
The roof consists of light structural steel trusses with lightweight cladding and insulated ceilings are always
installed. The ceilings are gypsum plasterboard, fibre cement, isofoam or 30 mm thick Lampboard
(polyisocyanurate foamed board coated both sides with impregnated fibreglass tissue). Windows and all other
services are conventional.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
erection of building system may utilise labour intensive methods
l
low level of skill needed to erect the system – 90% unskilled
l
broader community acceptance

100

l
increased speed of erection

95

l
improved thermal performance

75

l
lower winter energy requirements
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Ikhaya Brick Building System
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/380
The Ikhaya Brick Building System utilises soil-cement blocks for external and
internal walls. The blocks are manufactured using Ikhaya Brick technology
(IBT) machinery. They are 300 mm long x 150 mm wide x 100 mm high with
two vertical cavities measuring 60 mm in diameter and nominal strength of 7
MPa. The foundations and surface bed are conventional and designed by a professional engineer. Where strip
footing is used, the foundation walls are constructed of conventional bricks up to damp proof course level.
At the wall junctions such as internal walls joining with the external walls, 8 mm Ø reinforcing bar is used to tie
walls together both vertically and horizontally and concrete cast into the cavities. A coloured mixture of tile
cement and sand mortar slurry is used to grout in all the horizontal and vertical V-Joints on the external walls. A
water proof sealant (I-Brick Seal) is sprayed onto the walls to prevent water penetration and keep out any
pollutants. The roof is the conventional timber trusses with light weight cladding.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
portable I-Brick machine can be transported anywhere even remote areas
l
blocks can be produced anywhere
l
training can take place on the job
l
skilled and unskilled people can produce the blocks
l
opportunities of self employment

UL-M 20/10
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/381
UL-M 20/10 is a thin bituminous road surfacing system laid to a compacted nominal thickness ranging from 20 40 mm. It consists of a blend of modified bituminous binder Evatech U (EVA), graded crushed stone
(aggregates) of nominal size 10 mm and a filler. It is applied by a paver over a tack coat. It is meant to provide
improved skid resistance and reduce tyre/surface noise levels and, where required, reduce permeability.
It carries the British Board of Agrément certification (Roads and Bridges Agrément Certificate No 01 / H047). It
is extensively used around the world including Europe, USA, and South America. It has successfully been
used on a number of sites in South Africa. National Asphalt (Pty) Ltd is licensed to manufacture and apply the
product in South Africa.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
superior wearing course solution
l
durable and high quality road surface
l
has enhanced skid resistance,
l
has water spray reduction,
l
provides noise reduction,
100

l
provides waterproofing
95

l
has a long-term functional and seal life
75

l
is an internationally proven technology extensively used on roads throughout South Africa
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Certificates Granted
(continued)
Isoboard® Over Rafter and Truss Insulation panels
Agrément Certificate No. 2010/382
IsoBoard® Over Rafter and Truss Insulation is extruded polystyrene rigid foam board which is installed
between rafters or roof trusses and tile battens or sheeting purlins to form insulated ceilings.
IsoBoard® Over Rafter and Truss Insulation boards are extruded polystyrene boards which are:
l
white in colour
l
600 mm wide with the longitudinal edges of the boards tongued-and-grooved to facilitate interlocking once
installed. The exposed longitudinal edges of boards are also bevelled. Boards may also be supplied with
longitudinal grooves cut in their surface at 100 mm centres (IsoPine)
l
manufactured in standard thicknesses of 25, 30, 40 up to 80 mm, with board thicknesses of 50 mm and
above being made to order
l
supplied in lengths of 4.8, 6 and 8 m and halves thereof
l
regional distribution stores may carry additional standard lengths.
Isoboard® is supplied in packs wrapped in white coloured, translucent plastic sheets.
Socio-economic and environmental benefits:
l
Isoboard is non-toxic and resistant to bacteria and micro- organism growth. Improved thermal
performance of dwellings resulting from the use of this insulation will help to reduce the occurrence of
mould growth with its associated health problems
l
the material is used as thermal insulation and improves the habitability of buildings, reducing maximum
indoor temperatures in summer and reducing indoor winter heating energy requirements
l
although manufactured from a by-product of the petroleum industry, neither the manufacturing process
nor the end product are harmful to the environment.
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VELA STEEL
Agrément Certificate No. 2011/383
The Vela Steel Building System comprises Structural Insulated Panels (SIP) incorporating a steel frame. The
steel frame complies with the requirements of SANS 517. The panels are Autoclaved Magnesium Oxide board
encapsulating polyurethane core and where necessary they are fitted with window and door frames. The walls
are finished with armour coat waterproof paint. The plumbing and electrical conduits are pre-fixed into the
panels.
Foundations and floor slabs are
conventional and designed by a
professional engineer or a competent
person. The roof is constructed of standard
lightweight steel trusses clad with metal
sheeting, concrete roof tiles or Agrément
approved cladding.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
easy and faster erection
l
sound acoustic and thermal insulation
leading to comfortable living
environment
l
the construction concept is easy to learn
and hence train unskilled labour

Spunsulation Roofing Undertile Membrane
Agrément Certificate No. 2011/384
The Spunsulation Roofing Undertile Membrane is manufactured from pigmented ultraviolet (UV) light resistant
and non-woven spunbond polypropylene. The layer is coated with a polyolefin film blend. It is supplied in rolls
of 30 m long and 750 mm or 1.5 m wide.
It is suitable for installation in all tiled-roof buildings with
timber, lightweight steel and aluminium or Agrément
approved roof construction. It can be used in all regions of
South Africa and for all types of occupancy classification
(SANS 10400: Table 1 of regulation A (20). It contributes to
maintaining a balanced air pressure on both sides of the roof
tiles and hence reduces air movements between tiles and
ingress to the roof space of wind-driven rain and dust. It is
manufactured by Spunbond Holding (Pty) Ltd t/a Spunchem
International. It is installed in accordance with the certificate
holder's installation brochure and as described and
illustrated in Agrément certificate.
Socio-economic potentials:
100

l
prevents wind uplift of roof cladding including concrete tiles and galvanised steel sheet

95

l
excellent dust-proofing of the loft area

75

l
eliminates wind noise
l
higher heat resistance
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Certificates Granted
(continued)
Jojo Liquid Storage tanks
Agrément Certificate No. 2011/385
The JoJo Liquid Storage Tank is a prefabricated and rotary-moulded polyethylene tank. Depending on the
volume, the tank's thicknesses range between 3 mm to 5 mm. They are either vertical, and subdivided into high
and low profile shapes. Both high and low profiles are mainly used for water storage but only low profiles are
used for chemical storage and when height limitations are a factor such as when transporting.
The tanks are ultraviolet light (UV) stabilised and the inside are lined with a black food safety accredited lining
that also inhibits algae growth. They are available in various liquid capacities and colours are as per customer's
requirements. They are supplied with appropriate accessories, (viz. tank connectors, water fittings, lids, etc).
Socio-economic potentials:
l
suitable for rural
communities that are
not connected any
municipal services
l
highly durable
l
easy to clean, handle
and install
l
can be installed by
unskilled workers
l
job creation potential
l
chemical resistant

Cyclo Roof Tiles
Agrément Certificate No. 2011/386
Cyclo Roof Tiles are made from graded sand and recycled plastics. They are manufactured by compression
moulding and come in various colours. The pigments for colouring are supplied by only ISO listed companies.
See table below for tile profile names and sizes.

Tile name

Tile size

Cyclo rounded plus profile

522 x 479

Cyclo rounded profile

422 x 332

Cyclo square profile

422 x 336

Cyclo flat profile

420 x 332
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Socio-economic potentials:
l
easily installed by unskilled workers
l
maximizes the use of post consumer plastic waste thereby contributing in a positive way in “cleaning up”
the environment
l
creates employment
l
contributes towards community driven projects

Spunsulation 4 Contractors Choice
Agrément Certificate No. 2011/387
The Spunsulation 4 Contractors Choice is manufactured from pigmented ultraviolet (UV) light resistant and
non-toxic flame retarded non-woven spunbond polypropylene and aluminium foil laminated on both side with
polyolefin laminating layer. It is supplied in rolls of 30 m long and 750 mm or 1.5 m wide.
It is suitable for installation in all tiled-roof buildings with timber, lightweight steel and aluminium or Agrément
approved roof construction. It can be used in all regions of South Africa for all types of occupancy classification
(SANS 10400: Table 1 of regulation A (20) (1)). It can contribute to maintaining a balanced air pressure on
both sides of the roof tiles and hence reduce air movement between tiles and ingress to the roof space of winddriven rain and dust. It is installed in accordance with the certificate holder's installation brochure and as
described and illustrated in Agrément certificate. It is manufactured by Spunbond Holding (Pty) Ltd t/a
Spunchem International.
Socio-economic potentials:
l
prevents wind uplift of roof
cladding including concrete
tiles and galvanised steel
sheet.
l
excellent dust-proofing of
the loft area.
l
eliminates wind noise.
100

l
higher heat resistance
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Technical Agency Team
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W F TA O M E M B E R S
Back (left to right): Hervé Berrier; John Flack; Bruno Mesureur;
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Agrément South Africa is an agency managed by CSIR Built Environment.
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Agrément South Africa
· Fit-for-purpose · Doelmatig
· E loketse morero
· E siametse morero
· Ho loketse morero
· Ukungqamelana nenjongo
· E lungele injongo
· Yi ringanele xikongomelo
Agrément South Africa is an agency managed by CSIR Built Environment.
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PO Box 395, Pretoria, 0001
Tel: +27 12 841 3708
Fax: +27 12 841 2539
E-mail: agrement@csir.co.za
CSIR, Building 2, Meiring Naudé Road, Brummeria, Pretoria
www.agrement.co.za
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